
Effects of snag diameter

Effects of species

Effect of diameter 
on snag persistence

Fall rates by species group

Forest managers plan to retain snags in 
logged areas so that after harvesting and as 
stands grow back, there is a supply of these 
important wildlife habitats and an ongoing 
contribution to dead wood on the ground. 

Snags have many ecological roles:
Cavity nesters such as woodpeckers, 
chickadees, buffleheads, and bats use 
hard snags and snags with broken tops. 
Many species (e.g., salamanders, 
invertebrates, bats) seek shelter under 
sloughing bark of hard and soft snags. 
Martens and bears den in hollow snags. 
Some lichens and mosses grow        
preferentially on snags.

•

•

•
•

We can measure how many snags are left 
after harvesting, but to know if there will be 
enough snags over time, we need to project 
how trees die, how long snags stand, how 
long they provide a variety of decay states, 
and how frequently they break to provide  
broken tops and contribute to down wood. 

We used AIC and Bayesian approaches to 
synthesize information from 41 studies to 
examine how fall and decay rates of snags 
are affected by:

Tree species 
Ecosystem type
Snag diameter 
Cause of death (fire, beetles, and en-
demic non-catastrophic  factors)
Snag age (time since tree death)

•
•
•
•

•

We expected large diameter snags to stay 
standing longer than smaller diameter snags.  
The data supported that expectation.

From 13 studies we gathered informa-
tion on 33 combinations of study*species* 
site*mortality source.

27 of those combinations showed the 
expected increase in persistence with 
snag diameter, only one showed a shorter 
persistence and 5 showed little effect as 
diameter increased.
On average, doubling diameter increased 
the duration a snag stood by 1.5 times.
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We factored out effects of diameter then  
tested if different species or groups of      
species of snags differed in their fall rates.  
We examined all species separately and  
several groupings of species. 

Fall rates differed considerably by        
species.  There was a 6-fold difference in 
the time when half the snags fell between 
the  slowest and fastest falling species.
Slowest fall rates for the high elevation 
species
Fastest fall rates for Ponderosa pine and 
Abies
Moderate fall rates for Douglas-fir and 
deciduous
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Snags from some species groups persist much 
longer than others.

►

In most studies, larger snags stood longer.     
(persistence times standardized to 100 for a 40 
cm dbh snag.)

►

Snag as Habitat A Synthesis of Studies Snag Fall Rates



Snag Decay Effects of Mortality Source Conclusion

Fall and Decay 
Rates of Snags

a synthesis

Time in Decay Classes

How long do snags take to pass through the 
4 decay classes? (Classes 1 and 2 are live 
trees).
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Cedar

Others

Years since tree death

3 4               5 6+

Time spent in each decay class was quite  
consistent among  species, except cedar spent 
almost twice as long in each decay class.

►

Knowing fall rates by decay class informs 
which snags are safe to retain, and helps 
project long term results of retaining a certain 
set of snags.

Subalpine fir
Douglas-fir
W. hemlock
Red pine

Fall rate (%/yr) 3 4 5 6+
0.34
1.48
2.10
2.25

2.88
2.02
2.67
3.05

4.66
2.43
3.08
4.85

2.93
3.62
3.29

Decay class

Few studies looked at fall rates by decay class, 
but as expected, fall rates increased as snags 
decay.  

►

We expected fall rates to be different          
between snags created by beetle, fire, and 
endemic mortality (pathogens, endemic 
insects, etc).

Spruce showed an effect of mortality 
source, with beetle-killed spruce last-
ing longer than spruce killed by endemic 
causes, whereas Douglas-fir and pines 
didn’t show differences in fall rates.     
However, there is very little information.

►

Snags that break before they fall provide 
down wood early, before the whole snag falls.  
They provide cavity sites for weak excavators 
like nuthatches, and broken tops for nests 
and roost sites for bats, swifts, and other   
species.

Breakage rates were highly variable      
between species and between studies on 
the same species, often less than 5% a 
year and rarely above 15% a year.  

►

See also companion pamphlet on Decay of Down 
Wood.

More complete results, detailed methodology and       
interpretations are posted at www.forestbiodiversity-
inbc.ca
Contact: Centre for Applied Conservation Research
 Forest Sciences Centre
 University of BC
 3041-2424 Main Mall
 Vancouver BC
 David Huggard: huggard@interchange.ubc.ca
 Laurie Kremsater: lkrem@shaw.ca
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Many factors determine how snags fall,       
decay and break, affecting how snags       
contribute downwood to ecosystems and how 
they provide wildlife habitats.

As snag diameter increases, fall rates 
generally decrease about 35% for every 
doubling of dbh. 
Fall rates vary enormously among     
species, with a 6-fold difference         be-
tween slowest and fastest.
Cedar has the slowest decay rates; 
other species show similar patterns as 
they pass through decay stages.  Snags 
can remain in hard decay classes for 
60+ years.
Snag breakage is highly variable among 
species and studies for reasons we 
don’t yet know.
Few studies evaluate effects of type of 
mortality on snag fall rates, but beetle-
killed spruce lasted longer than spruce 
dying from endemic causes.
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Fall Rates by Decay Class
Snag Breakage

More Information


